Create Connections that Inspire
ATLANTA, GA | OCTOBER 11 - 14

Meet Our Trainers

Nikhil Paul  Fabian De Rozario
Payal Beri  Uday Sheth  Vu Pham
Van Lai-DuMone  Lawrence Huey  Jim Lee
Amy Yip  Sarah-SoonLing Blackburn  Aaron Lee

11  PROFESSIONAL TRAINERS
16  EXECUTIVE PANELS
32  ENGAGING WORKSHOPS
60+ EXECUTIVES
90+ ORGANIZATIONS
700+ PROFESSIONALS
UNLIMITED NETWORKING

Registration
SASE CONNECT is the most impactful convention for Asian professionals and students in STEM, partnered with the largest Asian STEM Career Fair in the country.

Come be a part of this amazing community.

Network, learn, and engage. Register NOW.

Get Connected
pro@saseconnect.org
@saseconnect

CONVENTION.SASECONNECT.ORG